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Abstract
Architectural mismatches are a recognized obstacle to successful software reuse. An ar-
chitectural mismatch occurs when two or more software components are connected to form
a system and those components make differing and incompatible assumptions about their
interactions or the environment in which they exist.
Mismatch detection and avoidance has been previously discussed in existing literature.
These typically take the form of generic rules and guidelines. Service Oriented Architectures
(SOA) are becoming one of the main trends in the current engineering of software. Using
web services, as defined by W3C Web Services Architecture Working Group, supports the
engineering of SOA by providing rules and restrictions that apply to the definition of web
services and how they can interact with other components to form a larger system. We see
this as an opportunity to formally define a web services style with corresponding rules to
avoid architectural mismatches at run time.
In this paper we will describe the development of an environment which supports SOA
development by enabling their description, as well as facilitating the detection of potential
mismatches between web services. Here we define a web services style in the architectural
description language ACME Armani, and present the environment that we developed in
ACME Studio using our web services style definition. This is accompanied by a small case
study illustrating the use of our environment.
1 Introduction
The practice of software construction in a component-based fashion heavily based on software
components reuse, has long been recognized as an important solution for the software crisis
[McIlroy1969]. It is a powerful means of not only reducing software development costs in the
long run, but also reducing the risk of project failure, improving software quality, shortening
development time, and greatly increasing the productivity of the individual software developer
[Gacek1998]. This vision is still to fully become a reality. Obstacles to date have ranged from var-
ious organisational to technical barriers. Technical barriers include the occurrence of architectural
mismatches during systems’ composition from various independent software parts.
An architectural mismatch occurs when two or more software components are connected to
form a system, and those components make differing and incompatible assumptions about their
interactions or the environment in which they exist. The presence of an architectural mismatch
between composing elements within a system can hinder reuse in a variety of ways. Problems can
range from preventing elements’ composition altogether to experiencing undesired side effects at
run-time. Hence, architectural mismatches must be handled appropriately, by either being avoided
during development and/or system reconfiguration, or being tolerated at run time.
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Mismatch detection and avoidance has been previously discussed in existing literature. These
typically take the form of generic rules and guidelines. The approach discussed in this paper also
adopts this line of work. We believe that architectural styles have much to offer in this respect:
they provide a vocabulary of architectural elements; parameters for the architect to follow; and
constraints to check the validity of the individually chosen attribute values, as well as the overall
system configuration.
Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) are becoming one of the main trends in the current
engineering of software. Web services are a recent approach towards supporting SOAs, building
from standards agreed upon by various community stakeholders, while avoiding proprietary mid-
dleware solutions. Put simply, a Web service is any system that provides a network interface that
is described by a published WSDL [W3C2006b][W3C2006c] [W3C2006d] [W3C2006e] document
and uses SOAP [W3C2006a] as its message format. In this respect it is fair to term Web services
as being an integration middleware [Baker2002] or standard for presenting the interface parts of
an SOA [Ferguson and Stockton2005][Behr2003]. Hence, using web services, as defined by W3C
Web Services Architecture Working Group, supports the engineering of SOAs by providing rules
and restrictions that apply to the definition of web services and how they can interact with other
components to form a larger system. We see this as an opportunity to formally define a web
services style with corresponding rules to avoid the introduction architectural mismatches during
system design.
In this paper we describe the development of an environment which supports SOA development
by enabling their description, as well as facilitating the detection of potential mismatches between
web services. First we investigate the characteristics of web services informally, then summarise
the findings before showing how the resulting elements and constraints were formalised to define
a web services style in the architectural description language ACME & Armani. We then present
the environment that we developed in ACME Studio using our web services style definition. This
is accompanied by a small case study illustrating the use of our environment.
2 Background
Architectural mismatches prevent the successful integration of components to form a system.
Architectural mismatches were first discussed by Garlan et al., when they introduced the term
[Garlan et al.1995]. In this seminal paper, the authors presented some specific problems experi-
enced while building a specific system. Since then several works have focused on trying to avoid
mismatches. The two main threads for doing this have been in terms of either characterizing
components and connectors to be used during system composition and analyzing for mismatches
using those characteristics; or using architectural styles as a factor guiding to possible areas where
mismatches could occur. The latter build on the former by restricting some of the choices available
to components and connectors, such that the types of mismatches that can occur during system
composition is drastically reduced, facilitating analysis and their detection.
There are several related works in the area of classification of components and connectors.
Abd-Allah [Abd-Allah1996] and Gacek [Gacek1998] made use of conceptual features for individ-
ual components whose choices may undermine system composition by introducing architectural
mismatches. These were informed by styles, but not limited to be applied in that context. Works
by DeLine [DeLine1999] and later by Yakimovic et al. [Yakimovich et al.1999] propose categories
over which components can disagree in composition. Building on those efforts, Davis et al. have
studied several classifications of architectural mismatches, producing an overall characterization
of the system, control and data aspects that are relevant to define for detecting mismatches
[Davis et al.2002].
Other important pieces of related work focus on architectural styles. Shaw and Clements
[Shaw and Clements1997] present a classification of architectural styles based on a set of features
focusing on control and data issues. The focus of their paper is to classify styles. They do not
address compositional issues. Many other works concentrate on formally describing and analyz-
ing specific architectural styles. The ones that are more closely related to the work we present
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here include papers on architectural styles described in both Z and ACME [Abowd et al.1995,
Stiger and Gamble1997, Garlan2003].
Environments and ADLS
All modelling languages need a syntax and semantics for them to have meaning and to be under-
stood. Software architectures are described with architecture description languages (ADLs). ADLs
have been the focus of much research since the mid 90’s. Initially many notations were termed or
used as ADLs, but in 2000 [Medvidovic and Taylor2000] and then again in 2007 [Medvidovic et al.2007]
Medvidovic et. al. set about describing what should be included in an ADL. The 2000 paper de-
scribed “first generation” ADLs, which should represent the three main architectural concepts of
components, connectors and configurations but should also include tool support for editing and
analysis. In their later 2007 paper they comment on a possible reason why many of these first
generation ADLs were not widely adopted. They argue it was due to ADL environments con-
centrating on technological issues and make the argument for a “second generation” ADL which
should incorporate both domain and business oriented concerns. There are two main issues with
an ADL covering such a wide range of concepts, the first is maintaing consistency between related
artifacts in different views and the second is where a specific language positions itself on a scale
from specialising for a specific domain to providing general support for all domains.
In our work we use the ADL ACME and Armani with its associated tool support ACME
Studio.
Web Services and SOA
SOA is a term which can frequently be found in work relating to web services, but the literature
seems lacking in precise descriptions. This may be due to them being a paradigm and not a
hard protocol, however the OASIS consortium has produced a reference model [OASIS2006] which
outlines the key features of SOA along with their relationships. A direct quote from the model
states :
Service Oriented Architecture is a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed
capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains. It provides
a uniform means to offer, discover, interact with and use capabilities to produce desired
effects consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations.
The above statement along with the three key aspects of SOA cited by OASIS (visibility, interac-
tion and real world effects) are used as the guidance in this work.
Web services themselves have been the focus of many research papers, with attempts at charac-
terising their behaviour [Momtahan et al.2006] and formalising their descriptions [Coleman2004,
Yeung et al.2006, Yeung2006]. These works concentrate on providing detailed formal models of
specific narrow focussed aspects of web services and not the more broad architectural model pre-
sented in this paper.
3 Understanding SOA with Web Services
To be able to analyse web services for the purpose of building an architectural style we first needed
the set of characteristics to assess them against, however there was no cannonical source available.
The expressiveness of the chosen ADL could have guided us here but our choice, ACME, was
designed as an extensible architecture interchange language and as such suggests very little in
this respect. Instead we took characteristics from the three main pieces of work mentioned above
[Shaw and Clements1996, DeLine1999, Gacek1998] and applied each to web services.
The characterstics are grouped according by their area of impact, the areas being as follows.
Topology: The configuration of the components and connectors making up the system and when
they are identified
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Characterisation: The type of components, connectors and the representation of the data they
use
Internal Behaviour: behaviour of the component not visible to others
External Behaviour: behaviour of the component visible to other components
Below we present, for each characteristic, a brief description of its meaning and how constrained
web services are with respect to it.
3.1 Topology
3.1.1 Control : Topology
This concerns the geometric form of the control flow in a system conforming to this style. There is
no formal constraint on the shape of a system comprised of web services. We can equally imagine
web service protocols being used to construct a system conforming to a blackboard architectural
style, which would have a star shape, or a pipeline system which is linear in nature. Thus this
characteristic could be said to be arbitrary.
3.1.2 Data : Topology
Data topology relates to the geometric form of the data flow in a system, as with control topology
there is no formal constraint on this characteristic and again we can imagine a systems of various
shapes being constructed. This characteristic is then also arbitrary.
3.1.3 Control : Binding Time
This characteristic describes when the identity of the partner component in a control exchange is
known. This timing is not explicitly constrained and so it could be at any part of the components
lifecycle, ie. design, compile, instantiation, or run time. It may initialy seem counter intuitive to
have a web service hard coded to communicate only with a specific other, however the web service
protocols are used by client applications as well as the services they use and it is quite plausible
that a client be designed with a specific service in mind. Therefore we consider this characteristice
to be arbitrary.
3.1.4 Data : Binding Time
As with the control binding time above, this describes the time at which the partner component
in a data exchange is known, it could also mean the time at which the identity of the data,
for example an object reference or location (e.g. a filename) is known. The time at which the
data binding decision is made is, for the same reasons, as free as the control binding time. This
characteristic is also arbitrary.
3.1.5 Control / Data : Shapes
This is concerned with the control and data flow graphs and whether they are constrained to be
isomorphic to each other. Key to this aspect are the message exchange patterns available to web
services, discussed later in Sections 3.4.8 and 3.4.9. Without entering into too much detail at this
point, we see that a web service has two basic patterns available, a one-way pattern, where a
single message is sent and no response expected, or a two-way pattern where a message is sent and
a response is expected (there are other patterns also, which are explained in the same sections).
A component which sends a message but does not expect a response should not pass control
with that message or it runs the risk of deadlocking, while a component sending a message and
expecting a response can pass control with that message. It should be noted that the component
is not obliged to pass control when utilising the two-way pattern, simply that it can depending
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on its implementation. The shapes of the control and data graphs are therefore not necessarily
isomorphic.
3.1.6 Control / Data : Directions
This asks the question, if the control / data shapes are isomorphic, then is there a constraint about
about the relative directionality of each, i.e. the same or opposite. From the previous section we
saw that there was no constraint for the isomorphic predicate on this issue, so there can be no
constraint on the directionality.
3.1.7 Connection Establishment
Connection establishment is concerned with two aspects of identifying the partner component in
an exchange of data and or control. The first aspect is when is the identity known and is therefore
the same as the control / data binding time aspects. The second part is about how the identity is
provided to the component, so this could be a user interaction or another component, assuming
of course it was not hard coded at design time. Both of these aspects are unconstrained in the
web service arena, and are therefore arbitrary.
3.2 Characterisation
3.2.1 Constituent Parts : Components
Quite simply this aspect defines the types of components expected to be seen in a system. For
example with the client server architectural style one would expect to find components of type
”client” or ”server”. These types can have specific properties attached to them, such as the
number of concurrent connections for a server. Within this web service architectural style we are
making the assumption that we have web service components and clients that use them, however
as the clients can also offer web serivces themselves we will group them all together to form a
single component class called ”web service”1. Web services are often cited as examples of a service
oriented architecture (SOA) [Stal2006], from this we can deduce that they must provide access to
some logical resources (data or functionality) via a networked interface. Also from W3C 2 we find
that to be considered a web service the component must have an interface described by a WSDL
document and also utilise SOAP as its message format.
3.2.2 Constituent Parts : Connectors
This is similar to the previous section but clearly makes a restriction on what connector types are
expected to be used in a system. Again these connector types will have associated properties which
help to define assumptions made by the architect, in this case one might expect to see properties
such as the bandwidth a connection provides in the case of a client server, or the protocol it will
use. In the case of this web service style we introduce a type ws connector which will hold the
properties we need to represent. There are no explicit constraints placed upon these web service
connectors by the standards, however they must obivously support the transmission of SOAP
messages using the transport protocols selected by the service designers.
3.2.3 Data : Mode
This characterises the abstract mechanisms a component uses to share data. Examples include
using a shared memory location, a broadcast message or explicit passing of data via a method
call, it also includes whether this data is passed by reference or by value. Within this web service
style, as we are taking an inter organisational view point and we are only allowing web service
1This is not a constraint imposed by any standards organisation, but instead a simplification on our part as we
are limiting our scope to architectural mismatches between web services, discounting other types of components.
2http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-ws-gloss-20040211/
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connectors to exist, it follows that the data mode must adopt the ”pass by value” characteristic.
Also the nature of the message passing is point to point, there is no allowance for broadcast /
multicast at this time.
3.2.4 Data Representation
To communicate successfully two components must agree on the representation of the data items
passed. For the smallest data items this means its data type, i.e. floating point, integer etc, and
its encoding, i.e. big-endian, little endian. For larger data items this agreement also includes
its syntax. For the developer there are no special constraints imposed on the signatures of web
service operations except that they must use the data types specified in the SOAP standards,
these signatures are then made explicit using a WSDL document. The actual messages passed
between service must conform to the SOAP standard, which constrains the representation of some
potentialy troblesome data types such as a floating point number to a single standard defined in
the SOAP schema.
3.2.5 Infrastructure and Resource Availability
Expanding slightly on the ”Layering” section of Gacek [Gacek1998], here we look at what in-
frastructure a component expects to find in a system and what is the availability of those resources.
This aspect is then effectivly the same as the constituent parts : components and connectors as-
pects.
3.3 Internal Behaviour
3.3.1 State Persistance
Here we look to the degree that a component or connector maintains state between interactions.
The minimum web service standards do not make reference to the statefullness of an implemented
service, it is therefore at the descretion of the developer how much state, if any, to maintain. The
connectors are also stateless as SOAP is bound to use HTTP as its transport protocol, and HTTP
is stateless. The maintenance of state regarding the web service application itself is therefore
arbitrary.
3.3.2 State Scope
This concerns the assumptions components make about their expected concurrency and how state
is shared between separate connections. An example would be a component designed with a single
other component in mind, this component will allow the other to see and affect its entire publicly
available state. A server designed with multiple other components in mind may well partition its
internal state such that each other component has its own copy of some portion of the servers
total state, this way a change made by one of the others may or may not be visible to any of the
other components. There is no constraint on how a web service handles its internal state, so this
aspect is arbitrary.
3.3.3 Concurrency Support
Here we are concerned with the extent to which a component allows multiple others to connect to
it / invoke it at any one time. Given the potentialy unpredictable nature of the environment in
which web services exist, it follows that a service ”should” offer some kind of concurrency support.
There is however no constraint on how (multithreading, buffering etc) or if multiple request should
be handled, this characteristic is then arbitrary.
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3.4 External Behaviour
3.4.1 Control : Synchronicity
Here we discuss how dependant are the components in a system on each other’s states. Examples
of this could include, a component which blocks when invoking a function in another and waiting
for the response, or a system which operates in a lock step fashion, i.e. components proceed with
computation until a certain point where they have to synchronise. There is of course the opposite
example where the control threads of each components are mostly independant of each other where
communications between components take the form of broadcst or multicast events. There is no
formal constraint on how web service components are implemented in this respect and we can
certainly imagine building web services that conform to either extreme, either by blocking while
calling an operation on another service, or implementing a service to which others subscribe and
then using the one-way message exchange pattern to emulate events being multicast. Control :
synchronicity is then not constrained by this style.
3.4.2 Data : Continuity
This characteristic is concerned with the expected flow of data through a system, ranging from
sparodic to continuous. There is no constraint imposed on web services by the standards on what
part of the flow spectrum they should operate in, thus there is no constraint imposed by this
architectural style.
3.4.3 Data and Control Transfer
For every interaction components must agree on what is being transferred (data and or control)
the mechanism used to facilitate the transfer (shared memory, data stream, method invokation)
and direction of transfer. This is one of the few area where web services are constrained, we
shall see in Sections 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 that the directionality of messages is defined for all message
exchange patterns available to web services, furthermorethe mechanism used for the transfer, the
sending and receiving of SOAP messages is also prescribed.
3.4.4 Transfer Protocol
To communicate two components must, as a minimum, agree on the number and direction of
transfers of data / control. To asses this aspect we need to split the communications up using
the principle of time bands [Baxter and Burns2005]. We identify 4 distinct bands here and will
discuss each separately...
Business: This is the most coarse time band in which we would observe all the conversations that
take place between two or more services. Interactions in this band are neither constrained
nor made explicit by the web service mechanics.
Conversation: This time band takes a single invocation of a method provided by a service as its
unit. As with the business band this is neither constrained nor made explicit.
Call: Here we focus as the level of a single SOAP message passed as our granularity. For each
of the port types that a web service may present, there exists a set of expected message
exchange patterns. These predefined3 patterns describe the number, direction and abstract
meaning (normal message or error message) that will be sent to and from a port type.
Therefore at this level the activity of a port is both constrained and made explicit in the
WSDL document. These message exchange patterns are examined in more detail in Sections
3.4.8 and 3.4.9.
3WSDL 2.0 may allow the definition of message exchange patterns for a specific service, though details of this
are not clear at this time.
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Transport: This band uses the individual messages of the transport protocol employed to carry
the SOAP messages as its granularity. The patterns of messages at this level may or may
not be the same as those observed at the call level depending on the implementation of the
service, for example a service may choose to send its response to a request in either the
HTTP reponse message from the original request or it may start a new HTTP transaction
for that response. This aspect is neither constrained by the mechanics nor is it made explicit.
3.4.5 Failure Tolerance
To what degree do components tolerate interactions that fail. As with Transfer Protocol this
aspect is best separated into time bands...
Business: Failure tolerance at this level is neither constrained nor specified;
Conversation: Failture tolerance at this level is neither constrained nor specified;
Call: As we shall see in a later section, several of the message patterns include support for an
optional error message. This mechanism can be used by a web service to inform the other
participants that some error has occurred. It is however not mandatory that either the
service which experienced the error sends such a message nor that the service receiving the
message acts upon it in any way.
Transport: failures in the transport band are handled by the middleware providing transport
services to the application, with transfers being retried etc without involving the application
itself. However in the cases where a positive acknowledgement of a transfer is not recieved
then these errors should be returned to the calling application.
3.4.6 Timing Issues
To what degree do components agree on the temporal aspects of their interactions. There are no
specifications laid down requiring a service to respond to another in any particular timescale, thus
this is unconstrained. Also there is no standard support for making this information explicit in
WSDL.
3.4.7 Error Recovery
When an error is discovered, do the components agree on what steps to take to recover. There is
no constraint on how a service should perform error recovery, nor is there any standard support
for making these details explicit in WSDL.
3.4.8 WSDL 1.1 Message Exchange Patterns[W3C2006b]
WSDL 1.1 allows a web service to provide ports which could be of any one of four types prescribed.
These port types constrain the number and direction of messages expected (message exchange
pattern) at that port. These constraints are only applied at the level of the SOAP messages
passing between the services, they do not constrain the underlying transport protocols.
Below we will examine the two message exchange patterns related to WSDL 1.1, ”Notification
/ One way” and ”Solicit Response / Request Response”.
Notification / One way
With this pair of port types the calling service, which has the Notification port sends a single
message to the called service on a One way port. That is the end of the pattern as no response is
permitted by this pattern. This pattern is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: WSDL 1.1 Notify / One way and also WSDL 2.0 Out-only / In-only which exhibit the
same message pattern
Solicit Response / Request Response
The calling service sends a single message from a Solicit response port, which is received by a
Request response port on the called service. The called service then either, responds with the
defined response message or indicates an erroneous state with a fault message, both of which
mark the end of the message pattern. This pattern is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: WSDL 1.1 Solicit response / Request response and WSDL 2.0 Out-in / In-out message
pattern
3.4.9 WSDL 2.0 Message Patterns[W3C2006e]
WSDL 2.0 extends the set patterns in WSDL 1.1 and also changes the names. Port Types have
been replaced with interfaces which have operations which in turn have message patterns. It is
these that dictate the expected pattern of messages a service expects for a particular operation.
We will now visit the four message exchange patterns made available with WSDL 2.0 ”Out-
only / In-only”, ”Robust-out-only / Robust-in-only”, ”Out-in / In-out” and ”Out-optional-in /
In-optional-out”.
Out-only / In-only
Two services connected using these message patterns interact in exaclty the same way as with the
Notification / One way pair shown in Figure 1. Namely a single message is sent from the callers
Out-only port to the callees In-only port, with no response allowed.
Robust-out-only / Robust-in-only
The message pattern here is similar to the above, except that there can now be a fault message
as follows. The calling service sends a message from a Robust-out-only port to the callees Robust-
in-only port. If a fault is detected by the callee it can notify the caller by sending a fault message
back to the original Robust-out-only port. This pattern is shown in Figure 3.
Out-in / In-out
The message pattern in this case is exactly the same as with the Solicit response / Request response
pair in WSDL 1.1. This pattern is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: WSDL 2.0 Robust-out-only / Robust-in-only message pattern
Out-optional-in / In-optional-out
This message pattern here is an extension of the one in the case above. The calling service sends
a single message from a Out-optional-in operation to a In-optional-out operation on the callee.
The callee then has three options, it can either, repsond with the defined response message, signal
that a fault has occured by sending a fault message or not respond at all (i.e. send no messages).
Finally if the callee sent a response, the caller can send a fault message if needed, according to
the “message triggers fault” rule. This pattern is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: WSDL 2.0 Out-optional-in / In-optional-out message pattern
3.4.10 Partial Matches
In sections 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 we can see that there exist logical pairs of ports that are made to work
together. However comparing the expected patterns of messages shows that the above pairings
are not the complete set.
There exists a set of partially matching ports / patterns where one of the pair’s message
exchange patterns are a propper subset of the others. In such a situation, if it is possible to
constrain the behaviour of port with the greater set of message exchange patterns then the ports
could be made to work together. The decision about whether this behaviour manipulation is
possible or not is dependant on the business logic represented by the interaction of the ports and
if it can withstand the possible reduction in functionality.
Robust-out-only and In-only / One way partial match
The Robust-out-only messaging pattern sends out a single message and can accept a single incoming
fault message. This pattern is best met by the Robust-in-only pattern however as shown in Figure
5, it can also be partialy met by the In-only and One way patterns. Neither of these patterns will
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return a response message to the calling service, however they will also not return a fault message
if a failure occurs. This means that while these ports could be connected, it could lead to a false
implication being made by the calling service that, as no fault has been recieved, the message sent
has been received and processed correctly.
Figure 5: Partial match between Robust-out-only and In-only / One way. The callee has only one
expected message pattern “A” which is matched by caller patter “1”, therefore we have a partial
match
Out-optional-in and In-only / One way partial match
The Out-optional-in messaging pattern is very flexible when it comes to partial matches, as we
shall see in this and the following two sections.
Figure 6 shows it partialy matching with In-only / One way with the same caveat as above,
that the calling service can not know if any faults occured or not.
Figure 6: Partial match of Out-optional-in and In-only / One way. As with figure 5 the callee
only has one message pattern “A”, which is matched by the caller pattern “1”.
Out-optional-in and Robust-in-only partial match
This partial match is marginaly more complete than the above, given that the Robust-in-only
pattern can return an fault message if needed as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Partial match of Out-optional-in and Robust-in-only. Here the callee has two message
patterns, “A” and “B”, which are matched by the callers patterns “1” and “3” respectivly.
Out-optional-in and In-out / Request-Response partial match
This is the most complete of the partial matches in as much as, the only sub message pattern that
is not supported by the called service is the one in which it neither returns a response or a fault
message. Shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Partial match of Out-optional-in and In-out / Request response. Here the callee has two
message patterns “A” and “B” which are matched by the callers patterns “2” and “3” respectivly.
4 The Web Service Style
In this section we will summarise the very informal constraints from the previous section into
a list of simpler, more concise statements. These will form the requirements for the following
architectural style.
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4.1 Constraints / requirements direct from Informal Sections
In Table 1 we see the constraints extracted from the informal analysis along with the section
numbers they originated from.
Req Description From sec-
tions
C1 All component ports must be accessible to others via a network 3.2.1
C2 Each port on each component must be described by at least one WSDL
document
3.2.1
C3 Each component port must encode messages with SOAP 3.2.1 &
3.2.4 &
3.4.3
C4 Each connector must utilise standard transport protocols, such as HTTP 3.2.2 &
3.4.4
C5 Each connector must carry SOAP messages 3.2.2
C6 Data binding time for a “service” port should be constrained to invoca-
tion / call time. Where a “service” port is one that listens for incoming
messages, a “client” port is the one that initiates a message exchange
3.1.4 &
3.1.7
C7 Data should be passed on a “by value” basis, not “by reference” 3.2.3
C8 Components may only interact with others through the interface described
in a WSDL document
3.3.2
Table 1: Table of constraints imposed on web services
4.2 Verification Issues that arose
Table 2 shows some issues that were picked out originally as constraints but had their classification
corrected to being verification issues between the description of a service and its implementation.
This is not the focus of this paper so while they are listed as a “point of interest” no work has
been undertaken to assess their completeness or correctness.
Req Description From sec-
tions
V1 Data in each SOAP message must conform to the signature of that port
described in the WSDL document
3.2.4
V2 Each port must only use the transport protocol advertised by its WSDL
description
3.4.4
V3 Each port must only support the message patterns defined by its port
type
3.4.8 &
3.4.9
Table 2: Table of former constraints now verification issues imposed on web services
4.3 Freedoms direct from Informal Sections
Table 3 shows the freedoms discovered during the analysis. By freedoms we mean properties that
are not constrained or made explicit using the minimum set of web service specifications.
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Req Description From sec-
tions
F1 Control topology is unconstrained and undisclosed 3.1.1
F2 Control synchronicity is unconstrained and undisclosed 3.4.1
F3 Control binding time is unconstrained and undisclosed 3.1.3 &
3.1.7
F4 Data topology is unconstrained but is implicit in the configuration 3.1.2
F5 Data binding time for a “client” port is unconstrained and undisclosed 3.1.4 &
3.1.7
F6 Data and control topologies are not constrained to be isomorphic 3.1.5
F7 Data and control directionality are not constrained by each other 3.1.6
F8 Data continuity is unconstrained 3.4.2
F9 Components may or may not maintain state 3.3.1
F10 Connectors may or may not maintain state 3.3.1
F11 Components may or may not support concurrent invocations of their ex-
posed methods
3.3.3
F12 Components may or may not make their dependencies explicit 3.2.5
F13 Components are not constrained to respond to any message within any
particular timescale
3.4.6
F14 A component may or may not use error recovery mechanisms 3.4.7
F15 A web service component may or may not utilise fault tolerance techniques
w.r.t. its interactions with other components
3.4.5
Table 3: Table of freedoms enjoyed by web services
5 The Environment
For this study we have used the ADL ACME & Armani [Group2006] and its associated tool
support ACME Studio 4.
ACME was originally designed as an architecture interchange language to be used as a common
representation for moving architectural descriptions from one ADL and environment to another.
As such it supports the required concepts of components, connectors, ports, roles and config-
urations, while not imposing any behavioural semantics on these elements. This feature along
with its support for the user to define arbitrary properties, which are unprocessed beyond simple
syntax checking, made it an attractive candidate for an exploratory study such as this. It also
supports the definition of constraints upon the system, in the form of predicates written in the
language Armani [Monroe2001]. Most importantly for this work ACME allows the definition of
architectural families (styles) which allow the definition of types of components, ports, roles and
connectors and can include Armani predicate rules which act upon them to check the compliance
of a system to that style.
ACME is supported by ACME Studio, which provides a number supportive features, a graph-
ical editor to manipulate the elements, syntax checking of any system or family description and
execution of any rules included in a style. Figure 9 shows the interface of ACME Studio, high-
lighting the key interface elements which are :
Element Palette: where architectural elements from a style are presented;
System View: to where elements can be dragged and dropped to form the topology of a system;
Element View: where the properties of an element may be viewed and edited and the rules
relating to that element may be viewed.
4ACME Studio 2.2.9b was used for this work, at the time of writing there are newer versions with enhanced
functionality, version 3.1.3, but it has a few teething problems which still need to be addressed.
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Figure 9: ACME 229b interface, with the key elements highlighted.
The rules in this paper are presented in ACME, a BNF for which can be found in [Monroe2001],
with the example presented graphically using the views presented in Figure 9.
5.1 Definition of the Elements and Rules
There were several ways we could have structured a walk through the rules and properties imple-
mented in this model, the way that has been used here is to start at the broadest level, i.e. that
of the configuration of a system and work down through the hierarchy of architectural elements,
i.e. components and connectors to the ports and roles respectivly, shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10: The hierarchy of architectural elements
5.1.1 Configuration
At the system level we are interested in constraining what component and connector types exist
along with, potentialy, the topology of their connections. For this web service style we have already
seen that there are no constraints on data or control topology (F1 and F4). As for the component
and connector types to simplify this initial model we will take the viewpoint of a “pure” web
service system where all components are web services and all connetors are web service specific
types (more on the issue of specifics later). This could be seen as the inter-organisational view of
the system being built where the web service represents the interface of the organisation and the
connectors represent the communication channels.
The Rules
From the above then we only need two rules at the system level, one to check that all components
satisfy the type of a web service component and another to check they satisfy the type of a web
service connector. These rules are shown in Figures 11 and 12
The rules shown in Figures 11 and 12 use the satisfiesType(object,class) statement, which
performs a ”duck test” [Wikipedia2006] on the object passed to it, meaning that it checks the
properties of the class are a subset of those of the object passed. As an aside, this allows the
architect to construct components with properties of two or more component types and have it
satisfy both.
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invariant Forall comp : component in self.Components |
satisfiesType(comp , web_service)
<<label : string = "All Components should be Web
services";
errMsg : string = "Change or remove the non web service
type component";>>;
Figure 11: Rule checking for all components being of type web service
invariant Forall conn : connector in self.connectors |
satisfiesType(conn , ws_connector)
<<label : string = "Connections are compliant with the
rules of the style";
errMsg : string = "Connections have been made which
violate one or more rules of the style";>>;
Figure 12: Rule checking for all connectors satisfying the type ws connector
It should be noted that the part of the code starting with “<<label” and ending “;>>” are
not parts of the armani predicate code, but are in fact the means by which one attaches the labels
to the rule for the ACME studio tool to show if the rule is passed or not.
5.1.2 Components
The vocabulary of component types in this style is simplified by there being only one type, a web
service, as opposed to other classic styles such as client-server or blackboard which have multiple
types with their own properties and rules.
The Rules
The web service type has no properties as such and only has two rules which simply check that it
has ports with which to communicate, Figure 13, and that those ports satisfy the requirements to
be considered a web service port, Figure 14.
invariant Forall p : port in self.Ports |
satisfiesType(p, P_in_only)
OR
satisfiesType(p, P_out_only)
OR
satisfiesType(p, P_out_in)
OR
satisfiesType(p, P_in_out)
<<label : string = "External ports are of the web service
type";
errMsg : string = "Only WebService type ports are
allowed";>>;
Figure 13: Rule checking for all ports being one of the web service types
As at this stage in the development of the web service architectural style we say virtually
nothing about the behaviour of the web services themselves, so it is not surprising that we have
no actual properties to constrain.
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invariant size(self.ports) > 0
<<label : string = "A Web services should have at least one port"
;errMsg : string = "Add a port please";>>;
Figure 14: Rule checking the number of ports a component has
5.1.3 Ports
The definition of the ports in this style is by far the richest in terms of the number of properties
it includes, accounting for 6 of the 8 constraints identified in Section 1. All of these properties
required the definition of new data types to better constrain their representation. ACME’s syntax
required that these data types were defined in the main body of the description, not in the port
definition, but they will be descrbied below for simplicity.
The Rules - Network Addressing
Following the order that the properties appear in the port definintion, we start with the network
address. The address of a port is represented by a single string at this time, which is not initialised,
as show in Figure 15. Also shown is this figure is the single rule targetting this data item whose
purpose is to ensure that the string is populated.
// netaddress defined as a string , which is initialised to null
// the rule checks it is populated in an instantiated port
Property netAddress : string;
invariant netAddress != "";
Figure 15: Definition of netAddress property and rule in the ws port definitions
The Rules - WSDL references
This rule and property pair address constraint C2, where each port must be referenced by at least
one WSDL document. It does this by definining a property type WsdlDocs, which is a set of
strings, Figure 16, adds a property WsdlDocRefs to the port and constrains it to have at least one
entry using an invariant, Figure 17. A set is used for this data type as it is quite possible for more
than one WSDL document to refer to the same port.
// This represents a set of strings which are intended to hold valid URIs
// to valid WSDL documents
Property Type WsdlDocs = Set{string };
Figure 16: Definition of WsdlDocs proprty type from the main body of the style code
The Rules - SOAP and Transport Protocols
The rules, properties and types concerning the SOAP version and Transport protocols of a port
will be described in tandem here as they share the same structure. In both cases the goal is to
make explicit the set of standards that a particular port is compatible with, e.g. HTTP 1.1 in the
case of transport protocol. The semantics then are that a standard is only supported if and only
if it is explicitly stated. For example it may generally be the case that a SOAP 1.2 processor can
handle a SOAP 1.1 message, but unless this is stated explicitly in the property it should not be
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// placeholder for the WSDL document references , with a rule checking
each port
// is referenced by at least one doc
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs;
invariant size(WsdlDocRefs) > 0;
Figure 17: WSDL properties in the port definition
assumed. To improve the strength of the type and rule, instead of declaring the data type used to
be just a set of strings, it was decided that first an enumeration of the legal values for each type
would be constructed and then the property type be a set of these legal values5, Figure 18.
// Defines the set of legal soap versions as tokens , which are utilised
// in the SoapVersions type
Property Type legalSoapVersions = Enum { SOAP1_1 , SOAP1_2 };
Property Type SoapVersions = Set{legalSoapVersions };
// Defines the set of legal transport protocols as tokens , this set is in
no way
// complete. The set is utilised in the TransportProtocols set
Property Type legalTransportProtocols = Enum { HTTP1_0 , HTTP1_1 };
Property Type TransportProtocols = Set{legalTransportProtocols };
Figure 18: Definition of SOAP and Transport Protocol proprty type from the main body of the
style code
With the property types defined, adding the properties to the port definition follows the familiar
pattern seen before, Figure 19.
// placeholder for a set of soap versions supported , with a rule checking
there
// is at least one.
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions;
invariant size(SoapVersionsSupported) > 0;
// placeholder for a set of transport protocols supported , with a rule
checking
// there is at least one.
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols;
invariant size(TransportProtocolsSupported) > 0;
Figure 19: WSDL properties in the port definition
5It should be noted that the values in the enumerated types are for development purposes and do not represent
an attempt at a complete set.
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The Rules - Message Exchange Patterns
The message exchange patterns represent the complete set of messages and their ordering that a
particular port expects. The property type is a heirachial data structure as follows. The smallest
element is a message, which consists of a syntax token and a direction token. The syntax token
represents the data types and syntax of the message being passed, this could easily be expanded
to make these details explicit, however this data structure is already verbose and this would have
added little to the findings of this paper. The direction token is a string which should have either
the value “in” or “out”. These values represent the direction of a message from the viewpoint of
the port sending the first message, so the first message will always have the value “out” regardless
of whether the message exchange pattern is being defined for the port which sends the first message
or the port which receives this first message.
With the message property type in place, we add the validExchange property type. A valid
exchange is a sequence of messages which make up one possible and complete exchange of messages
between two ports. Finally the messageExchangePattern for a port is the set of valid exchanges
it expects to witness. These property types are shown in Figure 20.
//The definition of a "message" type , a "validExchange" type and a
// "messagePatterns" type , which can be used to define , using tokens , the
// message exchanges a port can accept. The message is weakly defined as
a token
// representing the syntax of the message (ST) and a token representing
its
// direction (in , out), the direction is always defined from the point of
view
// of the port initiating the message exchange. i.e. the first message in
a
// valid exchange will always have DT = "out"
Property Type message = Record [
ST : string;
DT : string;
];
Property Type validExchange = Sequence <message >;
Property Type messagePatterns = Set{validExchange };
Figure 20: Definition of Message Exchange Patterns proprty types from the main body of the
style code
After the definition of the types, the declaration in the port type is much simpler, consisting of
one property and one invariant, as in Figure 21. At the same time we declare the Controllable
property, this is used to declare if a port is within our domain of control or not. This is used by
the rules that check the message exchange patterns to help determine if a partial match exists or
not.
5.1.4 Connectors
We have seen that the ports in this style have the vast majority of the properties, we shall now see
that it is the connectors that contain the majority of the style rules. We will visit the rules in the
same order as with the port properties. The rules described below all compare the properties of the
two ports the connector attaches against their predicates to indicate wether they are compatible
or not.
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// placeholder for the message exchange pattern data , now with a rule
checking
// that it is populated
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns;
invariant size(MessageExchangePatterns) > 0;
// Property that determines if this port is within "our" domain of
control and
// "we" can alter its behaviour
Property Controllable : boolean;
Figure 21: Message Exchange Pattern and Controllable properties in the port type definition
The Rules - SOAP and Transport Protocols
As with the properties relating to the SOAP versions and transport protocols supported by a
particular port, the rules checking the compatibility of these properties share the same structure.
That is they both check their respective sets of data on each of the connected ports for common
elements, if they exist then the predicate is passed, if not it fails. The rules are shown in Figure
22.
The Rules - Message Exchange Patterns
The checking of message exchange patterns can have three possible outcomes, “matching”, “in-
compatible” and “partial match”, as discussed in Section 3.4.10. ACME studio however does
not allow for rules which have three possible outcomes, so it was necessary to check the message
exchange patterns using two rules. The first rule presented below, Figure 23 fails if the conditions
for a partial match are found, otherwise it passes. The second rule, Figure 24 fails if we do not
find a partial match or we do not find a match. Thus when examining the results presented by
ACME it is necessary to look at both rules as follows :
Both rules pass: the connected ports are compatible;
first rule fails: a partial match has been found, it may be possible to restrict the messaging
behaviour depending on business logic;
second rule fails: the ports are incompatible
The Rules - Role Count
There is a single rule, shown in Figure 25, which limits the number of roles a connector can have
to two, this has the effect of limiting the style to point-to-point type connections only at this time.
5.2 Roles
The roles in this style have no properties attached to them and as such there can be no rules
testing them.6
The complete ACME description of this web service architectural style can be found in appen-
dix A
6The roles did have single property early on in the development of the style, which was an artificial string
role type which simply mimiced the name given to the role type. This was used by a rule to check that the roles
of each connector were attached to a compatible port, with respect to the message exhange pattern. This function
has however been taken over by the rules shown in Figures 23 and 24 which perform a more thorough check. Hence
both the property and the rule have been removed from the style.
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// Rule checking for at least one common SOAP version supported by both
// connected ports , does not suggest which one to use if there is a match
.
invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p1 : ws_port in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p2 : ws_port in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1 , p1) AND attached(r2, p2)) ->
size(intersection(p1.SoapVersionsSupported ,
p2.SoapVersionsSupported)) > 0
<<label : string = "Soap versions should match";
errMsg : string = "SOAP Versions do not match";>>;
// Rule checking for at least one common transport protocol supported by
both
// connected ports , does not suggest which to use if there are matches ,
The
// current definition is for trial purposes and is not a complete set of
// acceptable protocols.
invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p1 : ws_port in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p2 : ws_port in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1 , p1) AND attached(r2, p2)) ->
size(intersection(p1.TransportProtocolsSupported ,
p2.TransportProtocolsSupported)) > 0
<<label : string = "Transport Protocol Rule";
errMsg : string = "Transport Protocols dont match";>>;
Figure 22: Rules checking compatibility of SOAP versions and Transport Protocols
6 Case Study
We use a ficticious hotel booking application as the basis of our example. In the example we take
the role of architect responsible for its development.
The application acts as a front end, allowing users to request information about the availability
of hotel rooms meeting some criteria, with the information being provded by a hotel broker service.
The user can then make room bookings if they desire and the hotel broker can send information
about special offers to the client.
In the scenario our Booking Client was designed and comissioned with Hotel Broker 1 and
as such is a perfect match, however to extend the range of hotels available we desire to connect to
Hotel Broker 2 as well. However, as shown in Figure 26, when the architectural model of the new
service is incorporated into our system model and the connections made, a number of mismatches
are identified by ACME Studio.
The details of the mismatches discovered can be found by selecting any of the elements high-
lighted with a warning triangle, and looking at the “rules” tab in the “element view” pane of
ACME Studio. The three mismatch warning are shown in Figure 27.
The first two warnings relate to the choice of port types made by each component. Hotel Broker 2
uses the port types defined in WSDL 1.1, however our booking client being developed later has
opted to use the patterns added by WSDL 2.0. In this case it means that our client may send fault
messages which are unexpected by the hotel brokerage. While if the service has been defensively
written we might expect it to ignore any unexpected messages, operating this way this would
constitute another assumption about its behaviour which could lead to unexpected results.
The second warning is caused by the stated SOAP version compatibility of both components.
Our client SOAP processor only supports SOAP 1.2 while the hote brokerage only supports SOAP
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heuristic Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p_out : outbound in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p_in : inbound in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1 , p_out) AND attached(r2, p_in)) ->
(!(( p_in.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns ,
p_out.MessageExchangePatterns))))
OR
(p_out.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_out.MessageExchangePatterns ,
p_in.MessageExchangePatterns))))))
<<label : string = "Check for a full match";
errMsg : string = "Services partialy compatible , behaviour of one
service should be constrained!";>>;
Figure 23: The rule which when fails, indicates a partial match situation
1.1.
One possible solution to the above problems would be to add new ports to our client specifically
to interface with this service, however as we connect to more and more services this approach could
lead to over complication of our client. Instead we opt to build a simple mediating component to
effectively wrap our component from the viewpoint on the brokerage.
The mediator then performs two functions, the first is to reduce our clients message exchange
patterns to be compatible with the brokerages, Figures 28 and 29. The second function is to
convert the format of the message between SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2. The resulting configuration,
which has no reported mismatches, is shown in Figure 30.
The full ACME descriptions of the initial and final configurations can be found in appendices
B and C respectively
7 Conclusions
We have shown that by using an architectural style with its inherent properties and rules that it is
possible to detect, at design time, architectural mismatches. ACME Studio will also, though this
was not explicitly shown in the example, prompt the architect when property values are either
not defined or are not legal according to the style. This ensures that the meta-data required to
detect mismatches is explicit in the system configuration.
At the same time the limitations of the Armani predicate language forced the production of
rules that were more complicated that one might have expected. For example in the rules checking
the compatibility of the message exchange patterns we needed to check that the patterns of one
port attached to a connector are a proper subset of the others. However Armani can not check
that
A ⊂ B
instead it is necessary to reverse the equation and use
⇁ B ⊆ A
A second complication of the rules came from there being no conditional branching allowed
in the Armani predicates or multiple resultant values. This meant that the message exchanged
patterns are checked by two rules, which in turn means that the architect has to check the result
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invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p_out : outbound in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p_in : inbound in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1 , p_out) AND attached(r2, p_in)) ->
(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns ==
p_out.MessageExchangePatterns)
OR
(p_in.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns ,
p_out.MessageExchangePatterns))))
OR
(p_out.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_out.MessageExchangePatterns ,
p_in.MessageExchangePatterns))))
<<label : string = "Check for a partial match";
errMsg : string = "Incompatible services";>>;
Figure 24: The rule which fails if and only if we have incompatible ports connected
invariant size(self.roles) == 2
<<label : string = "A connector of this type must have 2 roles";>>;
Figure 25: Rule constraining the number of roles a connector has
of two rules to ascertain if there is a mismatch or not.
A final comment on the expressiveness of the rules is that they use fixed messages, one to
represent a pass and another to represent a failed rule. This means that the style can not tell the
architect, the detail of a specific mismatch or a match, only that either one exists. For example if
two ports are connected one can use transport protocols A and B and the other can use B and
C, then they clearly can only inter-operate using B, however the rules can only state that there
is no mismatch, not that protocol B should be used.
So while we have shown that an architectural style such as this can and does help in the
detection of mismatches, it is certainly not the end of the story. For example, while we can check
the compatibility of the message exchange patterns of any pair of connected ports, this does not
say anything about the compatibility of the longer term conversation that would take place. For
example, if the connected components have two ports, one to “log in” to the service and another
to “check room availability”, then it is quite possible that provider of the service expects clients
to log before each and every time they wish to check the room availability. The client on the
other hand might expect to log in once then be able to check room availability many times, in
which case we have a mismatch and a problem. This aspect and others relating to web services
existing in a largely unpredictable environment where potential clients come and go, are all being
considered in the follow up work to this study.
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A Minimal Web Service Architectural Style Description
Family ws_minimal_2 = {
// Below are the custom types used in this style , the syntax does not allow them
// to be defined in the connectors where the properties based upon them are
// instantiated
// This represents a set of strings which are intended to hold valid URIs
// to valid WSDL documents
Property Type WsdlDocs = Set{string };
// Defines the set of legal soap versions as tokens , which are utilised
// in the SoapVersions type
Property Type legalSoapVersions = Enum { SOAP1_1 , SOAP1_2 };
Property Type SoapVersions = Set{legalSoapVersions };
// Defines the set of legal transport protocols as tokens , this set is in no way
// complete. The set is utilised in the TransportProtocols set
Property Type legalTransportProtocols = Enum { HTTP1_0 , HTTP1_1 };
Property Type TransportProtocols = Set{legalTransportProtocols };
// Defines two tokens used to describe if a port type is either the initiator of
// a message exchange (outbound) or the receiver of the first message (inbound)
Property Type legalDirections = Enum { inbound , outbound };
// The definition of a "message" type , a " validExchange " type and a
// " messagePatterns " type , which can be used to define , using tokens , the
// message exchanges a port can accept. The message is weakly defined as a token
// representing the syntax of the message (ST) and a token representing its
// direction (in , out), the direction is always defined from the point of view
// of the port initiating the message exchange. i.e. the first message in a
// valid exchange will always have DT = "out"
Property Type message = Record [
ST : string;
DT : string;
];
Property Type validExchange = Sequence <message >;
Property Type messagePatterns = Set{validExchange };
// Checks that all components in the system satisfy the requirements of being a
// web service
invariant Forall comp : component in self.Components |
satisfiesType(comp , Web_Service)
<<label : string = "All Components should be Web services";
errMsg : string = "Change or remove the non web service type component";>>;
// Checks that all connectors in the system satisfy the requirements of being a
// web service type
invariant Forall conn : connector in self.connectors |
satisfiesType(conn , ws_connector)
<<label : string = "Connections are compliant with the rules of the style";
errMsg : string = "Connections have been made which violate one or more rules of the style"
;>>;
Component Type Web_Service = {
// Rule checking all associated ports conform to the web service port types
invariant Forall p : port in self.Ports |
satisfiesType(p, P_in_only) OR satisfiesType(p, P_out_only)
OR satisfiesType(p, P_out_in) OR satisfiesType(p, P_in_out)
OR satisfiesType(p, P_robust_out_only) OR satisfiesType(p, P_robust_in_only)
OR satisfiesType(p, P_out_optional_in) OR satisfiesType(p, P_in_optional_out)
<<label : string = "External ports are of the web service type";
errMsg : string = "Only WebService type ports are allowed";>>;
// rule checking the component has at least one port
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invariant size(self.ports) > 0
<<label : string = "A Web services should have at least one port";
errMsg : string = "Add a port please";>>;
}
Connector Type ws_connector = {
// These connectors are currently prevented from providing multicast facilities ,
// a multicast can only be acchieved by explicitly instantiating multiple
// connectors
invariant size(self.roles) == 2
<<label : string = "A connector of this type must have 2 roles";
errMsg : string = "This connector must have exactly two roles";>>;
// Rule checking for at least one common SOAP version supported by both
// connected ports , does not suggest which one to use if there is a match.
invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p1 : ws_port in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p2 : ws_port in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p1) AND attached(r2 , p2)) ->
size(intersection(p1.SoapVersionsSupported , p2.SoapVersionsSupported)) > 0
<<label : string = "Soap versions should match";
errMsg : string = "SOAP Versions do not match";>>;
// Rule checking for at least one common transport protocol supported by both
// connected ports , does not suggest which to use if there are matches , The
// current definition is for trial purposes and is not a complete set of
// acceptable protocols .
invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p1 : ws_port in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p2 : ws_port in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p1) AND attached(r2 , p2)) ->
size(intersection(p1.TransportProtocolsSupported , p2.TransportProtocolsSupported))>0
<<label : string = "Transport Protocol Rule";
errMsg : string = "Transport Protocols dont match";>>;
// Part 1 of 2 of message passing rules : heuristic that flags a connection
// where only a partial match of message patterns is made , this is to warn that
// the calling services behaviour should be restricted to that compatible with
// the called service.
heuristic Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p_out : outbound in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p_in : inbound in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p_out) AND attached(r2, p_in)) ->
(!(( p_in.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns , p_out.MessageExchangePatterns))))
OR
(p_out.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_out.MessageExchangePatterns , p_in.MessageExchangePatterns))))))
<<label : string = "Check for a full match";
errMsg : string = "Services partialy compatible , behaviour of one service should be
constrained!";>>;
// part 2 of 2 of message passing rules : invariant checking that there is
// either a partial or full match of the message patterns between the connected
// ports , otherwise raises an error highlighting incompatible ports.
invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
Forall p_out : outbound in r1.attachedPorts |
Forall p_in : inbound in r2.attachedPorts |
(r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p_out) AND attached(r2, p_in)) ->
(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns == p_out.MessageExchangePatterns)
OR
(p_in.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_in.MessageExchangePatterns , p_out.MessageExchangePatterns))))
OR
(p_out.Controllable == true
AND
(!( isSubset(p_out.MessageExchangePatterns , p_in.MessageExchangePatterns))))
<<label : string = "Check for a partial match";
errMsg : string = "Incompatible services";>>;
// rule checking that the port and role types attached are compatible , it is
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// possible that this could be extended to compare actual properties , rather
// than the defined types as currently.
invariant Forall r : role in self.roles |
Forall p : ws_port in r.attachedPorts |
attached(p, r) ->
(( satisfiesType(p, P_out_only) AND satisfiesType(r, R_in_only))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_in_only) AND satisfiesType(r, R_out_only))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_out_in) AND satisfiesType(r, R_in_out))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_in_out) AND satisfiesType(r, R_out_in)))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_robust_in_only) AND satisfiesType(r, R_robust_out_only))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_robust_out_only) AND satisfiesType(r, R_robust_in_only))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_out_optional_in) AND satisfiesType(r, R_in_optional_out))
OR
(satisfiesType(p, P_in_optional_out) AND satisfiesType(r, R_out_optional_in))
<<label : string = "Only compatible ports and roles may be attached";
errMsg : string = "Please correct the attachments";>>;
}
// Definitions of the two connector types (from WSDL 1.1)
Connector Type C_one_way extends ws_connector with {
Role out_only : R_out_only = new R_out_only extended with {
Property role_type : string = "out_only";
};
Role in_only : R_in_only = new R_in_only extended with {
Property role_type : string = "in_only";
};
}
Connector Type C_two_way extends ws_connector with {
Role out_in : R_out_in = new R_out_in extended with {
Property role_type : string = "out_in";
};
Role in_out : R_in_out = new R_in_out extended with {
Property role_type : string = "in_out";
};
}
// Definitions of the two connector types (from WSDL 2.0)
Connector Type C_optional_one_way extends ws_connector with {
Role robust_out_only : R_robust_out_only = new R_robust_out_only extended with {
Property role_type : string = "robust_out_only";
};
Role robust_in_only : R_robust_in_only = new R_robust_in_only extended with {
Property role_type : string = "robust_in_only";
};
}
Connector Type C_optional_two_way extends ws_connector with {
Role out_optional_in : R_out_optional_in = new R_out_optional_in extended with {
Property role_type : string = "out_optional_in";
};
Role in_optional_out : R_in_optional_out = new R_in_optional_out extended with {
Property role_type : string = "in_optional_out";
};
}
// definition of the common properties of web service type ports
Port Type ws_port = {
// netaddress defined String , which is intialised to null
// the rule checks that it is not null in an instantiated port
Property netAddress : string;
invariant netAddress != "";
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// placeholder for the WSDL document references , with a rule checking each port
// is referenced by at least one doc
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs;
invariant size(WsdlDocRefs) > 0;
// placeholder for a set of soap versions supported , with a rule checking there
// is at least one.
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions;
invariant size(SoapVersionsSupported) > 0;
// placeholder for a set of transport protocols supported , with a rule checking
// there is at least one.
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols;
invariant size(TransportProtocolsSupported) > 0;
// placeholder for the message exchange pattern data , now with a rule checking
// that it is populated
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns;
invariant size(MessageExchangePatterns) > 0;
// Property that determines if this port is within "our" domain of control and
// "we" can alter its behaviour
Property Controllable : boolean;
}
// definitions of two extended port types to differentiate between those which
// initiate a message exchange (outbound) and those which receive the first
// message (inbound)
Port Type outbound extends ws_port with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
}
Port Type inbound extends ws_port with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
}
// Near trivial definitions of the 4 port types available in WSDL1 .1
Port Type P_out_only extends outbound with {
Property port_type : string = "out_only";
}
Port Type P_in_only extends inbound with {
Property port_type : string = "in_only";
}
Port Type P_out_in extends outbound with {
Property port_type : string = "out_in";
}
Port Type P_in_out extends inbound with {
Property port_type : string = "in_out";
}
// Near trivial definitions of the 4 port types available in WSDL2 .0
Port Type P_robust_out_only extends outbound with {
Property port_type : string = "robust_out_only";
}
Port Type P_robust_in_only extends inbound with {
Property port_type : string = "robust_in_only";
}
Port Type P_out_optional_in extends outbound with {
Property port_type : string = "out_optional_in";
}
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Port Type P_in_optional_out extends inbound with {
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
}
// Near trivial role types to match up with the port types , WSDL1 .1 types
Role Type R_in_only = {
Property role_type : string = "in_only";
}
Role Type R_out_only = {
Property role_type : string = "out_only";
}
Role Type R_out_in = {
Property role_type : string = "out_in";
}
Role Type R_in_out = {
Property role_type : string = "in_out";
}
// Near trivial role types to match up with the port types , WSDL2 .0 types
Role Type R_robust_in_only = {
Property role_type : string = "robust_in_only";
}
Role Type R_robust_out_only = {
Property role_type : string = "robust_out_only";
}
Role Type R_out_optional_in = {
Property role_type : string = "out_optional_in";
}
Role Type R_in_optional_out = {
Property role_type : string = "in_optional_out";
}
}
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B Example Description - Initial Configuration
import $AS_PROJECT_PATH\families\ws_minimal_2.acme;
System JUCS_step1 : ws_minimal_2 = new ws_minimal_2 extended with {
Component Booking_Client : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
Port P_check_rooms : P_out_optional_in = new P_out_optional_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_optional_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/check_rooms";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_make_booking : P_out_optional_in = new P_out_optional_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_optional_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/make_booking";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_receive_announcement : P_robust_in_only = new P_robust_in_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "robust_in_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
};
Component Hotel_Broker_1 : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
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Port P_check_rooms : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/check_rooms";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_take_booking : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/take_booking";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_offers : P_robust_out_only = new P_robust_out_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "robust_out_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/offers";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
};
Component Hotel_Broker_2 : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
Port P_room_availability : P_in_out = new P_in_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/room_availability";
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Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_bookings : P_in_out = new P_in_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/booking2s";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_notifications : P_out_only = new P_out_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
};
Connector C_conn1 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_check_rooms to C_conn1.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_check_rooms to C_conn1.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn2 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_make_booking to C_conn2.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_take_booking to C_conn2.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn3 : C_optional_one_way = new C_optional_one_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_receive_announcement to C_conn3.robust_out_only;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_offers to C_conn3.robust_in_only;
Connector C_conn4 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_check_rooms to C_conn4.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_room_availability to C_conn4.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn5 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_make_booking to C_conn5.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_bookings to C_conn5.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn6 : C_optional_one_way = new C_optional_one_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_receive_announcement to C_conn6.robust_out_only;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_notifications to C_conn6.robust_in_only;
};
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C Example Description - Final Configuration
import $AS_PROJECT_PATH\families\ws_minimal_2.acme;
System JUCS_step2 : ws_minimal_2 = new ws_minimal_2 extended with {
Component Booking_Client : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
Port P_check_rooms : P_out_optional_in = new P_out_optional_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_optional_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/check_rooms";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_make_booking : P_out_optional_in = new P_out_optional_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_optional_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/make_booking";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_receive_announcement : P_robust_in_only = new P_robust_in_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "robust_in_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
};
Component Hotel_Broker_1 : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
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Port P_check_rooms : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/check_rooms";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_take_booking : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/take_booking";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_offers : P_robust_out_only = new P_robust_out_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "robust_out_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB1.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB1.com/offers";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
};
Component Hotel_Broker_2 : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
Port P_room_availability : P_in_out = new P_in_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/room_availability";
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Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_bookings : P_in_out = new P_in_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/booking2s";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
Port P_notifications : P_out_only = new P_out_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = false;
};
};
Component Mediator : Web_Service = new Web_Service extended with {
Port P_check_rooms_in : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/check_rooms";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_make_booking_in : P_in_optional_out = new P_in_optional_out extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
Property port_type : string = "in_optional_out";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
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Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/make_booking";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_receive_announcement_out : P_robust_out_only = new P_robust_out_only extended
with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "robust_out_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_2 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"bc.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "bc.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "out" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_check_rooms_out : P_out_in = new P_out_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/room_availability";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "rooms_available";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "room_check";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_make_booking_out : P_out_in = new P_out_in extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = outbound;
Property port_type : string = "out_in";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/booking2s";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "confirmation";
DT = "in" ] >, < [
ST = "book_rooms";
DT = "out" ], [
ST = "fault";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
Port P_receive_announcement_in : P_in_only = new P_in_only extended with {
Property direction : legalDirections = inbound;
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Property port_type : string = "in_only";
Property SoapVersionsSupported : SoapVersions = {SOAP1_1 };
Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"HB2.com/WSDL"};
Property netAddress : string = "HB2.com/receive_announcement";
Property TransportProtocolsSupported : TransportProtocols = {HTTP1_1 };
Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
ST = "announcement";
DT = "in" ] >};
Property Controllable : boolean = true;
};
};
Connector C_conn1 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_check_rooms to C_conn1.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_check_rooms to C_conn1.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn2 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_make_booking to C_conn2.in_optional_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_take_booking to C_conn2.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn3 : C_optional_one_way = new C_optional_one_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_receive_announcement to C_conn3.robust_out_only;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_1.P_offers to C_conn3.robust_in_only;
Connector C_conn4 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_check_rooms to C_conn4.in_optional_out;
Attachment Mediator.P_check_rooms_in to C_conn4.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn5 : C_optional_two_way = new C_optional_two_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_make_booking to C_conn5.in_optional_out;
Attachment Mediator.P_make_booking_in to C_conn5.out_optional_in;
Connector C_conn6 : C_optional_one_way = new C_optional_one_way;
Attachment Booking_Client.P_receive_announcement to C_conn6.robust_out_only;
Attachment Mediator.P_receive_announcement_out to C_conn6.robust_in_only;
Connector C_conn7 : C_two_way = new C_two_way;
Attachment Mediator.P_check_rooms_out to C_conn7.in_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_room_availability to C_conn7.out_in;
Connector C_conn8 : C_two_way = new C_two_way;
Attachment Mediator.P_make_booking_out to C_conn8.in_out;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_bookings to C_conn8.out_in;
Connector C_conn9 : C_one_way = new C_one_way;
Attachment Mediator.P_receive_announcement_in to C_conn9.out_only;
Attachment Hotel_Broker_2.P_notifications to C_conn9.in_only;
};
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